
Workspaces optimized for 
comfort and collaboration
With the Windows collaboration display featuring SYNAPPX 
WorkSpaces from Sharp, organizations can collaborate more 
productively in workspaces optimized for comfort. Connected 
to Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Azure, the displays become an 
IoT hub for both productivity and smart office management. 



Learn about Windows collaboration display featuring SYNAPPX WorkSpaces from 
Sharp by visiting https://global.sharp/products/professional-
monitors/products/pn-cd701/

Contact your Microsoft sales rep to connect with the solution team.

Find out how you can work better together.

About Sharp
Sharp Corporation is a worldwide developer of innovative products and core technologies that play a key role in 
shaping the future of electronics. Sharp sets its business vision as “Changing the World with 8K+5G and AIoT.” 
8K technology creates images that reveal a world beyond our everyday reality and gives birth to thrilling new 
discoveries. Sharp Corporation employs 52,422 people around the world (as of December 31, 2019) and 
recorded consolidated annual sales of 2,400,072 million yen for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2019.

Global firm enhances meeting efficiency
When a global management consultancy opened a new office in 
southern Germany, the firm wanted to continue its practice of 
efficient collaboration and short, effective meetings. To meet its 
goals, the consultancy chose a Windows collaboration display 
featuring SYNAPPX WorkSpaces from Sharp. As a result, the 
company created a better meeting room environment in which 
global teams can work together efficiently with Teams and other 
apps in Microsoft Office 365. The solution includes the IoT Sensor 
Hub, which automatically measures ambient temperature and 
helps optimize meeting space utilization.

Increase the productivity and 
effectiveness of meetings by 
optimizing collaboration and 
room comfort with a next-

generation display and 
IoT technology.

Improved
productivity

Manage meeting spaces more 
efficiently and cut costs with 

IoT capabilities and data-
driven decisions. 

Optimized
meeting spaces

Simplify implementation and 
start meetings quickly and 

easily with hassle-free 
installation and management.

Efficient meeting 
management
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